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Abstract: This research explores German multiculturalism departing from the debate on failing to build a multicultural society. It demonstrates examples of lived experiences and voices of migrant children once objects become active subjects in breaking stereotypes and misconceptions. Multiculturalism in Germany is associated with immigration and non-European guest workers. Immigration and the “foreigner” problem started with the settlement of guest workers, who were invited as a need to fill the lack of labor force, in the West-Germany, after the Second World War. The request for a labor force did not intend to create immigrant communities with cultural differences to settle into the society. Thus, integration into German society became essential to prevent problems seemingly coming from migrant communities. “Leitkultur” [leading culture], embodying notions of monocultural German society and cultural identification of “Germanity,” influenced educational approach, recognition of diversity, and social equality towards immigrant children. Nevertheless, migrant children found ways to deal with multicultural issues and empower themselves to build a multicultural society in their understanding.
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Introduction

Multiculturalism refers to the public acceptance of migrants and minority groups that are distinguishable in terms of language, culture, and social behavior from the majority of the population. As a term first attested in the 1960s, multiculturalism is characterized by the “preservation of different cultures or cultural identities within a unified society, as state or nation.” Multicultural education, accepted as a synonym for multiculturalism, aims to recognize commonalities and differences between two or more...
It features the notion that all students should have an equal opportunity to learn regardless of their ethnic, socio-cultural, and religious backgrounds. Furthermore, multicultural education should improve tolerance, respect, awareness, and acceptance of self and others in a multicultural environment.

According to Muchowiecka, multiculturalism varies in terms of the way it is encountered. She differs it as “state measures introduced to cope with diversity” and “lived experience of multiculturalism,” which are substantial changes in some Western countries resulting in more ethnic and cultural diversity. Muchowiecka claims that taking multiculturalism in a normative sense enabled conservative politicians to question it as a “crisis” or “failure.” In other words, the politicians doubted policies based on the philosophy of multiculturalism. This criticism focus on multiculturalism as “a state of being of diverse populations” against immigration and immigrants, particularly Muslims. Having said that, in 2010, the statement of German Chancellor Angela Merkel that Germany “utterly failed” to create a multicultural society can be considered in this context. Germany did not intend to become a multicultural society but inviting a labor force resulted in the immigration of diverse populations.

Following the aftermath of the Second World War, a need for a labor force made the European countries encounter labor immigration, bringing its challenges defined as multiculturalism. Germany, one of the destinations, mainly welcomed people from different European countries as guest workers. An exceptional agreement was made to accept “Gastarbeiter” [guest worker] from Turkey despite aiming to receive a labor force only within Europe. This bilateral agreement between Germany and Turkey (October 31, 1961) was an important milestone for both countries. However, the agreement did not aim to establish a settling ground for immigrant communities. Guest workers were expected to work for a short term. Even though some aimed for a long-term stay, conditions were prepared for the supposed return to their homeland. One of the visible features was how immigrants’ children were included in German schools.

German School System prepared the guestworkers’ children for a possible return to their country of origin. Nevertheless, the expectations were not met, and guest workers started to settle with their families. Germany faced an unpredicted obstacle, “Gastarbeiter und deren Kinder,” the integration of immigrants and their children into German society. Consequently, it developed its own integration system involving education, employment, and language. Since schooling is compulsory from the age of 6, the children of so-called “guest workers” started attending school in West Germany. It updated the pedagogy dealing with immigration issues of “needed but not wanted” people. The “foreigners” pedagogy (Ausländerpaedagogik) was based on the idea of “otherness,” considering the migrants as a homogenous group of people.

Martin Sökefeld argues that the struggle started when Germany perceived immigrants as a “problem” rather than once called a “solution to a problem” such as a lack of labor supply. He continues that Germany did not seek for non-European guest workers. However, they reached an agreement under particular conditions.
conditions (e.g., no family unification) lifted in the following years. Nevertheless, German perceptions in politics, migration studies, and pedagogical approaches considered immigrants as a “problem” based on being from different cultures. The solution to this “problem” was the integration of immigrants to be able to control conflicts. This approach built a basis of “othering” and brought issues of integration/assimilation to German society.12

German multiculturalism policies aimed to solve the immigrants’ integration problem in this relation. Therefore, the integration of migrant children through multicultural education was linked with the aspects of “Leitkultur” [leading culture] rather than recognition of diverse populations. According to “Leitkultur” [leading culture], immigrants are expected to adapt to an existing culture based on German cultural values. Perceptions of homogeneity and “monoculturalism” in German society influence debates on cultural identity and “Germanity.”13 This “Leitkultur” [leading culture] approach applied to the education and integration of migrants caused separation and incapacitation.14 The immigrant children were placed in schools where the educational system targeting immigrant youth was in disorder. As a result, the immigrant children faced problems of intolerance, lack of awareness, recognition, and isolation at school and in society.15 The most disadvantaged groups were the children of Turkish immigrants.16 Most of them attending the least prestigious school Hauptschule, were not given a promising school career and would not be able to contribute positively to the economy and society.17

On October 16, 2010, the German Chancellor made a remarkable declaration accepting the crisis of Germany’s multicultural system.18 Merkel’s statement was based on the book published by Thilo Sarrazin, a former member of the Executive Board of the Deutsche Bundesbank. Sarrazin accused Muslim immigrants (majority of Turkish and Arab origins) of lowering the intelligence of German society. His anti-Muslim immigrant views triggered discussions of failed multicultural policies among European politicians.19 Merkel stated, in her speech to a meeting of young members of her Christian Democratic Union party (CDU), that the idea of people with different cultural backgrounds living well “side by side” did not work.20 Her declaration emphasized that Germany failed to implement the “project of Multiculturalism.”21 As a public policy, multiculturalism had failed to give a promising school career and precondition for economic and social participation in Germany.22

Departing from Chancellor Merkel’s statement “the failed multiculturalism project” mainly related to Turkish immigrants’ settlement, this study discusses multiculturalism, education, diversity, recognition, and social equality in Germany from the perspective of Turkish guest workers’ children. It draws from Stephen Castles’ definition of multiculturalism as a public policy and Martin Sökefeld’s discussion on the case of Turkish immigrants, cultural differences, and integration in Germany. In this way, it explores “failed” German multiculturalism in the scope of building a multicultural society and education. For insight, it refers to interviews of migrant children as a base of lived experiences of the objects of multiculturalism. Also, it demonstrates video contents of Datteltäter to reveal cases of migrant children shifting from passive to active roles in a multicultural society.

The paper argues that German multiculturalism is based on expectations of integration into German culture and values-based society, where migrants are subjects of “othering.” As a result, they are perceived
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as “foreigners” rather than being recognized as a part of a diverse society. Nevertheless, the second generations, once objects of multicultural education, are becoming subjects and empowering migrant youth via media content production. They share their experiences and opinions on inequality, exclusion, and multiculturalism in Germany. In other words, they are active agents in making meaning of their lives, negotiating cultural identities, and ways of reconciling their immigrant parental culture with the culture of the society they live. Furthermore, they demonstrate the ways they engage in recognition of diversity and social equality by sharing their own experiences through creative content.

Firstly, this study refers to interviews performed in 2013 and 2015 for a study on multicultural education in Germany, for building a basis of lived experiences of Turkish second generations who felt not part of multiculturalism but found individual solutions to adapt to their circumstances. Secondly, it examines YouTube video content and comments concerning the interviews to demonstrate the shift of migrant youth becoming active agents in creating a multicultural society. The interview results include Turkish second and third generations’ views and experiences on multiculturalism, multicultural education, and lives in Germany. The YouTube video contents and comments belong to Datteltäter, a group of young Muslims from Berlin, an example of youth being active and empowering to break stereotypes and prejudices. The usage of interviews and video content data reveals that lived experiences and problems of young migrant generations faced ten years ago or nowadays did not change dramatically. However, in the video content, through social media, they create a space to explain and share their experiences and express their understanding of multiculturalism and inclusion. Moreover, they negotiate and form their identities.

The semi-structured interviews were conducted with three female and two male university students aged 20–25, born into German society with Turkish backgrounds, and studied in different departments. Interviewees were introduced by acquaintances residing in Germany. The interviews were conducted between 2013 and 2015 by E-mail due to the distance. The questions were asked in English, yet answers were received in English and Turkish. Secondly, data for this study is obtained through YouTube videos produced by Datteltäter, a group of young Muslims from Berlin who aim to build ‘Satire-Kalifat’ on YouTube. Datteltäter defines itself as;

“A team of diverse, incredibly good-looking, multi-religious, multi-ethnic creatives who strive to change the mainstream narratives surrounding Muslim and migrant communities. In short, we are YouTubers, a production company, workshop leaders, stage acts, and most recently, we founded a non-profit association.”

They aim to talk about their own experiences to inspire other Muslims and people with migrant backgrounds to fill the lack of Muslim voices in the media. Regarding Datteltäter’s chosen videos, the focus is on video content in which they talk about main issues such as “Leitkultur” [leading culture], multiculturalism, and people with a Turkish background. It is expected to contribute to the scholarship on young generations with an immigrant background becoming visible and active in pointing out problematic issues regarding multiculturalism, recognition, diversity, and identity in multicultural Germany.

1. Multiculturalism and its Dimensions

Multiculturalism is the preservation of different cultures or cultural identities within a unified society, as a state or nation, and/or the policy of maintaining a diversity of ethnic cultures within a community. Another definition is that multiculturalism emphasizes protecting the rights of minority groups or immigrants to increase a sense of recognition and belonging in society. Its essential argument is that the practice and recognition of cultural traditions, language, and religion are vital to individual and

group identity. A precondition is successfully integrating into all other spheres of life and society. In the process of public acceptance of immigrants and minority groups, governments mostly use multiculturalism as a public policy to help them integrate into society and live side-by-side with the members of the host country. In the act of public policy, multiculturalism has two dimensions; recognition of cultural diversity and social equality for members of minorities.

Recognition of diversity means that the majority and minority of the population agree on being not monocultural but instead made up of groups with differing languages, religions, and cultural values and practices. A society where the majority defines themselves as relatively homogeneous, yet with a lack of interaction with different faiths and lifestyles, would have difficulties recognizing the religious and cultural practices of the immigrants, which is their self-defined identity. On the other hand, immigrants might think that the host society lacks respect. Historical experiences of conflict might also contribute to cultural clashes, especially between different religions. Social spaces need to be developed to resolve such intercultural communication and accommodation issues.

Social equality for a member of minorities is mainly considered as the action by the state to guarantee that members of minorities have equal opportunities for participation in all fields of society. The most important fields are education and the labor market, considering that access to economic opportunities is connected to social and cultural outcomes. The state action here could be divided into negative and positive measures. The negative measure includes reducing discrimination and racism; on the other hand, the positive measure is increasing minority members’ capacities and opportunities to participate. For instance, to provide immigrants language courses to learn the official language of the host society.

Both dimensions of multiculturalism are public policies that western governments often implement. If a society faces multiculturalism, a beneficial way for immigrants and the host community would be to search for reasons for conflicts that are primarily hidden in these dimensions. In the German context, multicultural policies were implemented due to the absence of solid policies on minorities. The Turkish and other migrant groups were regarded as foreigners who had the right to maintain their culture but harder to preserve the right to citizenship. This attitude has isolated them from mainstream society. In this relation, the concept of “Leitkultur” [leading culture] plays a significant role in discouraging the integration of immigrants into German society.

The “Leitkultur” [leading culture] concept argues that migrants should adapt to the existing culture. The conservatives mainly forced this notion in terms of immigration law in Germany. Luchtenberg claims, “The concept of “Leitkultur” [leading culture] hinders the acceptance of diversity within a democratic frame and demands assimilation.” He adds that actually, this understanding contrasts with the reality of diverse German culture. Sökefeld asserts that the “Leitkultur” [leading culture] concept is closely related to the perception of “culture conflict.” In other words, the problem is that the “Heimatkultur” [home culture] of non-European Turkish immigrants is different from German culture. The multicultural project, in this context, was to integrate/assimilate Turkish immigrants into German culture rather than the society. The “Leitkultur” [leading culture] concept was left in discussions long ago. Nevertheless, the understanding of immigrants’ cultural conflict arises from their contradicting experiences of two cultures, one of their parents and the culture of the host society takes effect in the present day. It harms the processes of integration, multicultural education, and happily living side by side with immigrants.

---
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2. Accommodating Children of Turkish Guest Workers in German Schools

2.1. Contemporary History of German Education

Germany found its well-known education system when various European countries had to rise from the ashes of the Second World War. The German education system foundation had two phases; post-1945 and post-1989 education systems. After the Second World War (1945), Germany was divided into West and East Germany. The victorious Allied powers occupied the western part, and the eastern part was under the influence of the Soviet Union. The division did form not only the borders but also the German people, policies applied, education, and curricula. For instance, West Germany claimed to be the only legitimate successor state to the Third Reich, which had consequences of totalitarianism in school curricula and ensured that the Nazi period remained firmly in the German collective memory as a lesson from the past. On the other hand, East Germany blamed Hitler and his acts because of capitalism and was not accepting any relation to the Nazi period. The influence of the Soviet Union was visible in every part of East Germany and on each page of books in school.

In the post-1945 period, the opposite political movements highly affected both divided territories. The western part was under the influence of Allied powers, mainly the Americans, which also formed the school system. It was not an easy debate to form the new school system. Not only the guilt of Nazism and lack of teachers but also the Länder (federal subdivisions of Germany) were not shaking hands quickly. Finally, after long debates, in 1955, the Länder agreed on a tripartite secondary-school structure. Four years of compulsory primary schooling were followed by a Hauptschule (five additional years), a Realschule (six additional years), or a Gymnasium (nine additional years), which was a requirement to graduate and enter university.

Figure 1 German Education System (simplified view)

After constructing the school structure, another complex matter emerged as “civic education” in the 1960s. With the deep marks of the Holocaust, West Germany was determined to have a “civic education” in schools so that any ideology would not appropriate schools. While the West was dealing with these issues, the Soviet zone that occupied East Germany had a school system with a standard structure and teaching materials imposed by the Soviet military. During the Cold War, the differences between East and West German schools became increasingly stressed, and a re-definition of class and class differences in German

society had to be made. Political and cultural repression, together with economic hardship, caused the rise of a spectacular phenomenon called the ‘Berlin Wall’ (1961-1989).39

The post-1989 period is after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the unification of East and West Germany. It was a spectacular phenomenon when the Wall fell at its start. However, the excitement and happiness soon left itself to worry. It was a new beginning for both sides and brought an orientation challenge of differentiated societies. The orientation started with education, where the West region was more dominant than the East, and the Eastern part had to adopt it.40 After the unification, the tripartite schooling system was adopted in every region of Germany. The Turkish guest workers had arrived in a divided Germany but they, positioned as “foreigners,” experienced the unification and orientation process along with German society.

2.2. Educating Children of Turkish Guest Workers in German Schools

The Turkish guest workers came to West Germany in the late first phase when the Berlin Wall was built (1961). The reason for inviting guest workers was to cover the labor shortage, as the population decreased because of the War and the separation of the German population into East and West. In 1961, when the Wall was built, the bilateral agreement between Germany and Turkey was signed.41 From that year on, Turkish workers left families behind and entered for the first time West Germany as “Gastarbeiter,” referred Turkish Guest workers. They expected to build a new life in a foreign society full of opportunities.

After a while, the restrictions on unifying with family members were lifted, and Turkish guest workers invited their families and children to settle. Parallel to this, Germany accepted a two-pronged educational policy concerning the guest workers’ children. This kind of education aimed to integrate into the German education system and assist in learning German, as well as re-integration into the educational system of the country of origin and supplementary instruction in the mother tongue. Even though the families reunited, the host country did not intend to become a country of immigration. Although the expectations were temporary settlement of Turkish immigrants, a change in the situation foregrounded the first aim ever since in educating children of immigrants.42

The education type applied to children of guest workers was “exclusionary education.” It was based on the notions of differential exclusion as a way of controlling differences.43 Germany was accepted as not a country of immigrants.44 The guest workers were temporal subsystems of society necessary for their economic role: the labor market, basic accommodation, work-related healthcare, and welfare. Germany supported Turkish guest workers’ children with German and mother tongue classes for temporary integration.45 Mother tongue tuition had improved in Germany since the 1970s when it was mainly regarded as a support for remigration to the countries of origin. The children could at school choose their mother tongue language as a second language, which was primarily Turkish.46

Furthermore, in the 1970s, cultural conflict was applied as an approach to explain the problematic immigrants. In the beginning, children of Turkish guest workers were not involved with German education but more a part of a dual strategy concept. To be seen as temporary, it was more important to prepare them for their return rather than integration into society. However, since Turkish immigrants started settling, remigration had to be put on ice, and integration became a primary challenge for Germany. Nevertheless, the unification of East and West Germany added to the challenge of re-educating East Germans and the
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children of immigrants of non-European origin. Furthermore, Germany struggled with a lack of solid policies on minorities, which became another challenge to overcome through multicultural policies.

3. Multiculturalism Through Lived Experiences and Voices of Migrant Youths in Germany

3.1. Multicultural Education at Schools

Turkish immigrants, seen as “the other” due to non-European origin and cultural differences, have been facing prejudices about not being able to integrate well into German society.\(^\text{47}\) They were not perceived as a part of society from the beginning. Nevertheless, they were considered foreigners invited for the time being due to the lack of a labor force. The isolation of Turkish and other migrants from the mainstream caused a lack of mutual understanding. Immigrants have been challenged with recognition of their cultural roots, identity, and rights to practice hybrid culture. German Chancellor Merkel started the discussion by questioning multiculturalism in a normative sense and claimed the ‘failure’ of building a multicultural society. She based her argument on Sarrazin’s accusation towards Muslim immigrants, in majority Turkish and Arabs, who are the reason for falling behind because they lack the intelligence to integrate into the host society. It was a long-awaited acknowledgment for the majority of the Turkish immigrants whose children were mainly affected by this crisis, especially in terms of education. According to the interview results, interviewees were not surprised by the statement “failed project.” Some have stated that it is good to see that German authorities acknowledged the failure because multicultural policies did not aim for a multicultural society since the beginning.

Interviewees emphasized that multiculturalism or a multicultural education was not present in recognizing minorities and social equality. Diversity notions in school environments were mainly focused on German cultural values. They shared their own or witnessed experiences of feeling excluded, discriminated against, looked down or not valuable, mostly related to the difference in their cultural-religious identity.

“...It is a correct statement. As long as we are not facing an understanding of Merkel’s project of multiculturalism, this (her) project of multiculturalism will fail.” (Interview, 11.12.2013)

“She (Merkel) is right; at least they accept it. I think it was a different historical thing. They thought of the new coming people as “guest workers,” but they stayed, they made roots, and their kids accepted this place as home. And so, they failed, but I hope this declaration will be the beginning of new basics.” (Interview, 08.03.2015)

“I do agree. However, it is a bit ridiculous to hear this from Merkel herself. I think this statement is not sincere and does not aim to produce solutions.” (Interview, 08.03.2015)

Multicultural education focuses on integration and rejects assimilation,\(^\text{48}\) however, it is said that German authorities used the concept of integration more as an assimilation concept and insisted on the unilateral perfect knowledge of the German language.\(^\text{49}\) Language as an essential factor of identity and mother tongue regarding a self-definition\(^\text{50}\) already caused children of immigrants to question their cultural belonging.

“...I heard about it (multicultural education). I think it is a good and productive approach to a better and more valuable education for children with immigrant backgrounds. However, this might fail in a disaster because the (German) government would not permit educating the children in their origin culture.” (Interview,11.12.2013) (Brackets added for clarification)

“...Multicultural education is an attempt to educate a group of people belonging to different cultures the way you want them to be. In the end, the people who have been educated have to share the same values most widely so that the aim of a society living in peace can be achieved. There cannot

\(^{47}\) Catherine J. Roso, “Perennial outsiders: The educational experience of Turkish youth in Germany.” American University International Law Review, 24/5 (2009), 685-710.

\(^{48}\) Luchtenberg, “Migration, Citizenship, and Education”, 251-253.


be any tolerance for individuals who do not share the same values, ideology, or worldview. As a Muslim, I have my values and worldview and cannot accept adapting to others’ ideologies. I want to be accepted the way I am. In my opinion, it is indeed possible for a society to live in peace, without having all individuals referring to the same values.” (Interview, 12.12.2013)

“Multicultural education to me is when teachers accept diversity and treat all students the same. Especially international students sometimes have some lacks which the teachers and the school system should accept and treat preventively. This needs a lot of training. I witnessed in person and at my university now from friends who study to become teachers very few classes in psychology or strategic preparation for migration. Migration is a fact in Germany. Especially the divide after the 4. grade is mostly very unfair. Since the German school system does not catch these wisely.” (Interview, 08.03.2015)

Considering the interviews, the experiences of the second and coming generations at school differ from the definition of a multicultural environment focused on diversity. Instead, interviewees stated that stress on Germanness, language, and cultural values, is the focus. In the present day, these sensitive topics are the main debate subjects. Datteltäter highlights issues of racism, discrimination, invalidation, and ignorance in various video contents. They dealt with these issues in irony under a subject named ‘WENN RASSISMUS EHRLICH WÄRE [When racism was honest].’ A video named ‘When racism was honest-School’ was created through numerous requests from followers. The video demonstrates how it would be if German teachers would honestly talk to their students from multicultural backgrounds. It starts with a German teacher entering the classroom, putting his bag on the table, and looking at his students while saying these words:

“Thank you, Merkel! I will probably not experience a pure German class until my end, but instead, I will have to struggle with Mohammeds or Bumbas. Well, we cannot do anything; this should be the ‘new’ Germany. I am not someone who will applaud you at the train station.” (Datteltäter, 19.01.2018)

Interviewees’ feelings and experiences of exclusion, discrimination, lack of value, and respect towards young generations with an immigrant background are still valid and reflected in the video content. As one of the interviewees mentioned, migration is a fact of Germany, yet the way immigrants and integration have been dealt with shows that authority circles and pedagogical approaches have ignored this fact. Perceiving a German society as monocultural pushes immigrants to the side as a homogenous group of people with cultural differences. In this way, stereotypical images and prejudices of “foreigners” or “the other” remain but change forms influenced by the social agenda.

3.2. Struggle for Recognition and German Identity

Recognition of diversity means that the majority and minority of the population agree on being multicultural. It might not have been easy in terms of a homogeneous society, but Germany is defined as heterogenic.\(^{52}\) If the host society, defined as homogenous, encounters a distinct culture, they might see it as strange, unacceptable, or a threat to ‘the other.’ Although Germany consists of different “Bundesländer” [sovereign federated states] with their own cultural remarks, Turkish culture is seen as ‘the other.’ Some reasons are based on the marks of history, the ongoing conflict between Christianity and Islam based on prejudice. Also, the way Turkish immigrants were perceived from the beginning of their settlement, such as short-term workers, determines hardships in accepting them into society.

“I was thinking that I’m wholly accepted (integrated) in the school, but some situations showed me the other side of the coin.” (Interview, 11.12.2013)

“It was most intensively depending on which teachers I head. Some teachers were very tolerant of my identity, especially in elementary school. Other teachers, primarily those at my grammar school, were rather intolerant. Some teachers even considered that people of Turkish origin shall

---
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change their surnames into German names because the pronunciation was difficult sometimes.” (Interview, 12.12.2013)

“...Yes, I felt accepted and understood. However, I do not know if I am a typical example of this or more of an exception. Since I was raised bilingual, I did not have difficulties with education or so. But regarding religion, it was quite hard for the teachers to accept me wearing a headscarf.” (Interview, 08.03.2015)

As stated in the interviews, we can argue that there is an emphasis on ethnic, and cultural-religious differences regarding acknowledgment. Some interviewees have German roots, such as a German grandmother or a mother with one German parent. Even in their cases, cultural-religious symbols such as the headscarf make inclusion difficult. Furthermore, recognition brings up another topic to question, which is identity.

Identity is complex in terms of defining one’s self, as it can be multiple and being acknowledged under the identity definition of society. Migration and unification of East-West Germany started discussions of “German” identity. Views of the German government and conservative Germans were that Germany was not a country of immigration, which was far from reality.53 Although German identity is based on a state-nation building process, the Bundestag-German Parliament’s entrance is written in capital letters “Dem Deutschen Volk” [to the German nation]. This point brings us back to how German, aka Germaneness, is defined.

According to the law jus sanguinis, a German is someone born (blood-related) to a German parent. Therefore, there is no discrete definition of German identity. The Germans are confused and sensitive in matters concerning German national identity due to their heterogeneous composition and dark part of history. However, immigrants feel the pressure of a ‘German’ identity based on German values rather than a multicultural identity.

“I think the Germans failed to create a new “German identity,” under which other cultures could have been subordinated and aggregated. Though they somehow managed to build the common basis of values and perceptions, the distinct cultural groups can refer to them (...) I do not only feel Turkish; I am Turkish. I should emphasize that for me being “German” or being “Turkish” is not associated with ethnic roots but rather is the manifestation of a worldview. Hence my identity as a “Turk” is an issue of topmost importance. Further, I think that the Germans still struggle to create their own worldview (since the end of WWII).” (Interview, 12.12.2013)

“I feel for sure both. When they ask me, I say “Deutschtürkín” (German-Turkish), so I think I welcome both nationalities and try to take the positives from both. As being in a binational partnership, I accept diversity and look at it as something beautiful and the future.” (Interview, 08.03.2015)

“Both are of value to me. However, I can never identify myself as a German. That is why I could identify myself as Turkish, yet this does not mean that I am not German.” (Interview, 09.03.2015)

According to the interviews, second and third generations-of Turkish immigrants have different definitions of “German” identity and belonging. They have a more hybrid understanding. On one side, they feel connected to their parents’ culture through ethnical, cultural-religious bonds; on the other, they do not deny Germanness from a broader understanding. One clear point is that interviewees agree with the incomprehensibility of national identity in German society. This dilemma of feeling part of two cultures and understanding multiple identities is illustrated in videos created by Datteltäter.

In Datteltäter’s videos, identity issues are approached in terms of Kanak54 vs. Alman subjects. The video demonstrates how most young immigrants feel about having multicultural identities. The interviewees highlighted carrying both cultural influences. For example, the video “Wenn Türken zu Almans werden - Kanak Light [If Turkish become Germans- Kanak Light]” shows how it would be when

53 Lichtenberg, “Identity Education in Multicultural Germany”, 51-53.
54 Kanak is a slang word used by Germans for Turkish migrants. However, the word underwent a semantic shift within time to a new and different “German-ness”. For details refer to Tulay Özbe, “Living in Germany as a Kanak: Some Thoughts About Nonbelonging”, Psychoanal Rev. 104/6 (December 2017), 707-721.
someone with a Kanak appearance is German inside, and if that is possible. In the video, Ali (31 years old) is accompanied by Hamzi Ibrahim to see how a day of Kanak light is. He complains to Hamzi Ibrahim that he does not understand why people do not take his habits coherently.55

“Wearing a bicycle helmet, using the grammar correctly, reserving hand towels is not German to me. It is as a matter of course.”

“The food is delicious, Zeynep. Can you give me the recipe for it? (…) I do not want to define her purely in terms of motherhood.” (Datteltäter, 14.03.2021)

In the video, Ali’s character behaves like a German and is treated as awkward. They point humorously to critical problems such as ‘what is German-ness’ and how far a ‘new’ German identity is accepted. Although it is more of a heterogenic society, dealing with the Muslim-Turkish community in terms of conservative Germans is not easy.56 However, the social reality does not exist only in conservative Germans’ views. Younger generations of Germans share similar views with their friends from immigrant backgrounds. In Datteltäter projects, Germans actively participate in questioning political and social discourses.

4. Efforts for Social Equality and Space for Cultural Practices

Social equality, a dimension of multiculturalism, is essential in education and labor markets. The German school system was training the guest workers for a possible return. From the beginning, the guiding principle of education was ‘foreigner pedagogy’ [Ausländerpaedagogik], especially in the 1960s and 1970s.57 As a result of the German school system, Turkish immigrants’ children followed high attendance in Hauptschule. Where else Gymnasium, the path to the university was more a dream for many guest workers’ children.58 Through education, the chance to find a “good job” in the labor market is harder for the guest workers’ children.59 Nevertheless, it seems not becoming easier if one has better grades and education in job recruitment.

“I feel treated equally at school and university. I have not had any problems till now.” (Interview, 11.12.2013)

“The treatment seemed to be equal in general, but this proves it to be erroneous regarding grading. Unfortunately, some teachers made it very difficult for me to get better grades than other (mostly German) students, who were not at the same level as me but still got better grades. Due to my ambition and performance, this did not happen too much, but it still happened.” (Interview, 12.12.2013)

“Totally. Even later with my hijab, I did not have problems in getting the part-time jobs I wanted. In this case, I think it depends on education and how you introduce yourself.” (Interview, 08.03.2015)

“Although some behave differently, if you are successful at school no one says anything because grades speak instead. However, it is very difficult to enter a job, especially for a Turkish or Muslim, to find a job at a higher level. And if a woman veils, it becomes harder.” (Interview, 08.03.2015)

The interviewees agreed on the significance of individual performance at school and how it would help them succeed despite the discrimination. However, it requires more than individual success in terms of the labor market. Women with veils encounter a higher exclusion due to visible symbols of one’s religious view that is not seen as German-ness. Gulcan Cetin (30 y.o.), a medicine student, is a Youtuber and also a cast in Datteltäter videos who moved to Berlin four years ago. She shares her school and work experiences, struggles, and challenges as a veiled woman with a Turkish background. In her video “A Doctor with a
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Headscarf? Gülcan vs. Prejudices | Time Machine, she demonstrates her struggles and how she tries to overcome them. Through the video content, she encounters cultural and gender discrimination and her dilemma of being herself or what is asked of a part of the community.

In another video named “Das Kopftuchverbot und was es für mich bedeutet! [The Hijab Ban, and what if means to me!]”, she shares her thoughts, experiences, and realities. It concerns being confronted as a veiled female medical student and what it means to her and others. The video is about her experience working as an operating technician assistant (OTA) before starting her medical studies. In begins by introducing herself before she starts her ward, and she is wearing surgical clothes.

“Hello, I am the OTA, and I will work here the day after tomorrow. And they said, sure, no problem. Then I left. I had to put on my blue clothes on like everyone else, but I had of course my headscarf on because you cannot go to the ward with surgical clothes. I sat at the service hand over, the grin on my face, waiting with full excitement of it. So excited, in the station, I will learn a lot. Everyone gathers, everyone looks at each other and sits down. And then the nurse sitting next to me said:

“Since when is the Putzfrau [cleaning lady] service hand over together?”
And I think and look around, huh? There is no cleaning lady here around?! Guys! I did not get it that they meant me! I was stunned and did not know what to say. I introduced myself two days ago to everyone, and she took me for the cleaning lady. Why? Just because I wear a headscarf?! I do not know which cleaning lady you mean but I am the OTA student. I introduced myself two days ago to you. She said:

“Eh? How? With headscarf?”
I said, “Yes,” and she said:

“Nope, with a headscarf, you cannot work here.”
Ok, call my school and clarify with my teacher. I do not want to be involved in this. And they were really angry and called my school.” (Datteltäter, 25.07.2021)

When they called the school, her teacher supported Gulcan, and they managed to keep her at the training. However, she continues to share that her hard time has just started. What Gulcan experienced demonstrates what was mentioned in the interviews with female participants. A decade has passed since the statement of failed multiculturalism project, yet younger generations are challenged with its consequences and problems in the present time. Although younger generations of migrants define themselves as German, they are not acknowledged due to their appearance or multicultural background. The struggle to receive a good education shifted to the need for recognition for one’s education and professionality regardless of cultural background. Nevertheless, the consequences of a failed project, the incomprehensibility of a shared identity definition, and meeting at a common ground will require more debates, active participation, and various voices to come to a solution.

**Conclusion**

This study departs from the statement that Germany has failed to build a multicultural society and examines multiculturalism and Turkish immigrants’ integration in the German context. It also demonstrates the opinions of children of guest workers and younger generations on multiculturalism, their experiences, and how they stand up for their own voices. The research refers to interviews as a basis of lived experiences. In addition, it examines video contents of a young group with migrant backgrounds named Datteltäter, who criticize and question social issues and multiculturalism and tries to break prejudices on immigrants and minorities in Germany.

Immigration to Germany started with the lack of a labor force and was perceived as a short-term existence of foreigners as guest workers. When the non-European immigrants settled for the long term, Germany faced problems dealing with a group of minorities with different cultural backgrounds. Having a different cultural background, meaning non-European origin, was perceived as a “problem.” The definition

---
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of Turkish migrants as a “problem” categorized them as “the other” and isolated them from the mainstream. This perception reflected the multicultural policies aimed to integrate second and third generations of migrants to prevent causing trouble. Multiculturalism was used as a public policy in Germany, which was mainly based on German norms and values. Turkish guest laborers of non-European origin were hardly an issue of inclusion since the beginning of the guest labor agreement. Change of expectations and guest labors shifted social position to migrants were objects of cultural conflicts and multiculturalism. Along with the “Leitkultur” [leading culture] discourse, it influenced the attitude and educational approach to migrants.

Merkel’s statement that “multiculturalism utterly failed” refers to the dilemma of the perception of conservative German politicians. From their point of view, the policies were unsuccessful in building a multicultural society because the Turkish immigrants were not following expectations due to their low ability in intelligence. In fact, the “foreigner” status, categorization, and giving limited social space has been hindering immigrants from contributing to society. As foreigners, they had a right to keep their cultures, yet, for inclusion, they had to integrate through adaptation of German norms and values. According to the interviews and video contents, the “Leitkultur” [leading culture] influenced German approaches towards second and third generations of immigrants, in which they felt like outsiders despite being born or growing up in German society. The second and third generations are situated to choose between keeping the ethnic, cultural-religious identity or blending into German society. However, they refuse to choose sides, accept their multicultural identities, and form a hybrid German identity through the richness of different cultural backgrounds.

As discussed, German education, founded during the post-1949 period, is more German history-oriented and coincides with the East German education system. German education did not aim to include children of Turkish immigrants. Teaching their own language to children of immigrants was not aimed at diversity and recognition in German society. Considered as foreigners, they could practice their culture in their close environment but adopt the host country’s culture in a broader society. However, they did not know that the society was, in fact, still in chaos and welcomed them temporarily due to a shortage of labor force. The situation became complex when the Berlin Wall fell and East-West Germany united. West Germany hoped that the brothers from the East would help them take over the guest workers’ labor work, but that was not the case. The brothers from the East side were also different in terms of mindset and culture. After the Turkish migrants moved to Germany as guest workers and settled, the next generations positioned themselves between the two cultures; immigrant backgrounds and the culture of the residing society.

Not to mention the significant cultural and social identity difference between West and East Germans, one questions the inclusion of Turkish immigrants in German-ness. If the Germans are confused about identifying themselves, should it be expected from generations with an immigrant background to define a pure “German” identity? In the interviews, almost all participants emphasized that Turkishness is significant to them regarding cultural-religious bonds, but they did not deny Germanness. Datteltäter uses the transformed word ‘Kanak’ as new German-ness and demonstrates diverse faces and voices to give Germanness a more comprehensive definition rather than based on pureblood. In the interviews and Datteltäter videos, young generations share their opinions of discrimination, exclusion, and hardship for new Germanness recognition. They break the one-dimensional notions and claim that individuals can have multiple influences and diverse identity traits—for example, Turkish-German or Muslim-German.

A critical point of multiculturalism is to give space for everyone to be able to identify themselves culturally. The prejudices against Turkish people are not impressions Germans became through encounters, but stereotyped images of Turkish immigrants were given as examples in textbooks or educational materials. Mostly, the images are people from the country side and described as not well educated. The Turkish labor flow was diverse from cities and rural areas of Turkey. The first generations of immigrants, known as guest
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laborers, worked in skill-full or less-skill-full jobs. However, this changed through the generations receiving German education and adapting to German society. Despite this transformation, stereotyped images stayed, unfortunately, in German minds. Such as, in Gülcan’s case, they first recognize her headscarf and label her as a cleaning lady. Similarly, the German teacher generalized all male students calling them “Mohammad.” The main problem is not cultural clashes but recognition of a non-European cultural-religious identity connected to historical events between Europe and Islamic world.

Finally, the multiculturalism failure needs to be considered on the policy and power level of the conservative German expectations. If Germany is heterogenic, then the question is for whom and in what way did multiculturalism fail. Firstly, multiculturalism was not successful since the beginning from the perspective of migrant communities. The German authorities expressed the crisis due to the failure to fulfill the host country’s expectations. The integration intended to eliminate the cultural clash and how immigrants were positioned as ‘the other.’ In the Turkish-German case, it seems to be historical memories of conflicts belonging to non-European origin, different cultures, and religions.64

Multiculturalism, the preservation of different cultures or cultural identities within a unified society, has existed in German history. Historically, societies were not viewed as majority and minority but as the plurality of cultural groups.65 However, the young migrant generations highlight forming a collective identity based on the love of the country, where some are born or put much effort into the settlement. They aim to represent their families, who worked hard for German society, such as the Turkish immigrants. Also, they demonstrate themselves and the following young generations who feel at home and work hard for economic, social, and cultural wealth of Germany, the country they feel is home.

The free voices from German society mainly emphasize one of the famous districts of Berlin named Kreuzberg, which is well known for its reputation for being culturally diverse, creative, and liveliness. A substantial Turkish immigrant population lives in Berlin Kreuzberg, also known as “Little Istanbul.”66 Places such as “Little Istanbul” has produced new creative generations with immigrant backgrounds who can speak for themselves as subjects of the multicultural society. For instance, members of Datteltäter. Although the multicultural policies did not form the basis for recognizing diversity, inclusion, and social equality, the younger generations of immigrants challenge notions of multiculturalism, multiple identities, recognition, and inclusion. They create awareness and build a multicultural society by sharing their experiences and ideas in creative video content and social media platforms. They give voices to all, hoping for recognition and a better diverse, multicultural society.
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